Image dnoising and segmentation are fundamental problems in the eld of image processing and computer vision with numerous applications. In this paper we present a novel nonlinear di usion model augmented with reactive terms that yields quality denoising and segmentation results on a variety of images. We present a proof for the existence, uniqueness and stability of the viscosity solution of this PDE-based model. To achieve a faster implementation, we embed the the model in a scale space and the solution is achieved via a dynamic system governed by a coupled system of rst order di erential equations. The dynamic system nds the solution at a coarse scale and tracks it continuously to a desired ne scale. We implement this scale-space tracking using a multigrid technique and demonstrate the smoothing and segmentation results on several images.
1. Introduction. Image denoising and segmentation are fundamental problems in the eld of image processing and computer vision. Image denoising (or noise removal) is a technique that enhances images by reducing any degradations that may be present. The most common degradation source is the noise from the image acquisition system and can be modeled as Gaussian random noise in most cases. Another source of degradation is the so called salt-and-pepper noise that can occur due to a random bit error in a communication channel during transmission. In the context of image segmentation, the most important step is detection of region boundaries or edges. An edge in an image may be de ned as a location in the image at which a signi cant change occurs in image intensity. Segmented images or edge maps contain very useful information and are used very often to convey the essential content of an image. Such image representations are useful in object recognition, low bit-rate image coding systems and various other applications 20] .
The problem of image denoising and segmentation can be posed in either a deterministic or a stochastic framework. Stochastic methods are quite e ective in achieving segmentation but are limited by their intense computational requirements 12, 11]. We will therefore limit ourselves to the deterministic formulations, speci cally, partial di erential equation (PDE) based methods that lend themselves to fast numerical implementations.
Image denoising and segmentation can be formulated using variational principles which in turn require solutions to PDEs. Recently, there has been a urry of activity in the PDE-based segmentation schemes. In 29], Perona and Malik developed an anisotropic di usion scheme for image smoothing and segmentation. The basic idea of this nonlinear smoothing scheme was to smooth the image while preserving the smoothed image. Catte et al., 6 ], Nitzberg and Mumford 26] and Alvarez et al. 2] recognized the ill-posedness of the Perona-Malik di usion and proposed modi cations to overcome the same. Since then, several nonlinear di usion methods have been developed and a good account of these can be found in 27, 30, 33] . In 17], Kimia et al. proposed an elegant reaction-di usion based theory which describes the shapes of objects in an entropy scale-space . This theory was later used by Tek and Kimia 31] for image segmentation applications.
Image segmentation can also be achieved by approaches based on curve evolution. Malladi et al. 23, 24] and Caselles et al. 4 ] used curve evolution for recovering shapes from 2-D and 3-D images. The curve evolution equation was implemented by embedding the initial curve as a level curve in a surface and allowing all the level curves of the surface to evolve simultaneously. This level-set method has the advantage of being able to elegantly represent topological changes during the evolution of the curve and thereby allows recovery of shapes without a priori knowledge of their topology.
The evolution equation used in 4, 23, 24] was @ =@t = g(rI)kr k(c + ), where is the embedding surface for the curve evolution, g(rI) = 1=(1 + kr(G I)k 2 ) is a stopping term applied on the curve evolution, = div( r kr k ) is the curvature of the level curves of , and c is a constant speed evolution term. This method was generalized more recently in Caselles et al. 5] and Kichenassamy et al. 16 ] who also established the link between the curve evolution based methods and the very popular elasticity-based snakes (active contour models) 15, 32, 25] used for segmentation in computer vision and image processing literature. In 22], Malladi and Sethian propose a uni ed approach to noise removal and image segmentation using the concept of minmax curvature ow. Based on the image data, a min/max switch was designed to select min( ; 0:0) or max( ; 0:0) so that the curvature based curve evolution smoothes out small oscillations, but maintains the essential properties of the shape. Results of implementation were shown on a variety of images yielding quality noise removal and image segmentation. Anisotropic di usion lters that use a tensorial di usivity parameter was introduced in Weickert 33] . These lters can be tailored to enhance image structures (edges, parallel lines, curves etc.) that occur in preferred directions. More recently, Kimmel et. al., 18] presented a very general ow called the Beltrami ow as a general framework for image smoothing and show that most ow-based smoothing schemes may be viewed as special cases in their framework.
In 30], Shah developed a common framework for curve evolution, image denoising and segmentation, and anisotropic di usion. In this work, a new segmentation functional was developed which lead to a coupled system of PDEs, one of them performed nonlinear smoothing of the input image and the other smoothed an \edge strength" function. Shah 30] demonstrated that all the existing curve evolution and anisotropic di usion schemes reported in literature can be viewed as special cases of his method.
Each of the methods we discussed above is in a variational form that minimizes an energy functional which in some cases is nonconvex. This nonconvex minimization is hard and most computationally feasible methods lead to suboptimal solutions. In 35, 34] , a coarse-to-ne scale space tracking technique was proposed as a means to e ciently achieve a signi cant optimum for the nonconvex optimization. In this approach, the desired solution is found by rst nding a solution at a signi cantly coarser scale and then tracking it down through ner scales (see Figure 1) . It was demonstrated that this technique can nd signi cant minima of practical interest that exist over a large range of scale 35, 34] . In our implementation, to achieve better computational performance, we use a similar approach to 35]. In this paper, we present a new PDE-based image denoising and segmentation approach which is based on a nonlinear di usion equation with additive reactive terms. We prove the existence, uniqueness and stability of the viscosity-solution for this equation and present implementation details along with several experiments demonstrating the e ectiveness of the proposed denoising and segmentation scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present our new nonlinear di usion model which is used for selective smoothing of images. In section 3, we prove the existence, uniqueness and stability of the viscosity solution of the model. Section 4 contains a description of the numerical methods used to implement the model equation. In section 5, examples of results obtained using our new technique on a variety of image data are presented. We conclude the paper in section 6.
2. Nonlinear di usion model. Numerous models of linear and nonlinear diffusion have been proposed in literature for achieving image smoothing and segmentation. A survey of various nonlinear methods is discussed in Weickert 33] . The linear models involved the standard heat equation @ t u = u with u(x; 0) = f(x) where f : < 2 ! < is a scalar valued image. This type of linear di usion blurs important image features such as edges. In addition, it displaces the edges i.e., when moving from ner to coarser scales, it dislocates the edges. In general, relating structures across scales is nontrivial due to the presence of bifurcations.
Nonlinear anisotropic di usion has been proposed by many researchers 29, 6, 2, 7] . All of these are nonlinear models and di er in the di usivity coe cient and/or the di usion term. Some of them are also supplemented with a reactive term. In the following we present a nonlinear di usion equation supplemented with reactive terms for achieving edge preserving smoothing and segmentation.
Our model takes the following form: @u @t = g(rG u)jrujdiv( ru jruj ) + rg(rG u) ru (1) ? jruj(u ? I) (2) @u @n j @R = 0; u 0 = I (3) where I(x; y) is the intensity image to be processed, u(x; y; t) is it's smoothed version, is a weighting parameter, G (x; y) = 1 4 expf?(x 2 + y 2 )=(2 2 )g is a Gaussian smoothing kernel with a pre-speci ed , and g(s) = 1=(1+ksk 2 =K) is a non-increasing real valued function (for s > 0) which tends to zero as s ! 1 with a constant K. From this functional, it is easy to see that:
1. the coe cient of the rst term namely, g(rG u) serves the purpose of selecting the locations in the image for smoothing. For instance, at image locations having large values of gradient, this coe cient takes on a small value thereby reducing the smoothing performed at these locations since g(s) is a non-increasing function of s. Note that our model is di erent from the one reported in Alvarez et. al. , 2] in that it yields two additional terms in the Euler-Lagrange PDE 2 { a.k.a. the gradient descent equation { for the variation principle 4. These two reactive terms are responsible for forcing, the evolution-based image smoothing to stop at the edges and the resulting solution to be close approximation to the original image data respectively. Our model is also di erent from the one reported in Alvarez and Esclarin 1] where in the reactive term was used to accommodate the image quantization application. Our model is in spirit similar the smoothing equation in 30] however, the di usivity coe cient is very di erent in our case.
For a fast implementation and to obtain quality smoothing and segmentation results, the scale parameter in the functional 4 can be varied from large (coarse) to small ( ne) values using a scale space tracking scheme. (5) can then be used to track the solution down to ner scales. This technique is computationally e cient and yields quality smoothing and segmentation results as is demonstrated in our experiments. Note that the proof of existence, uniqueness and stability of a viscosity solution of our model presented in the following section does not hold for the above described coupled system of scale-space tracking equations.
3. Existence, Uniqueness and Stability. Since our model (3) is highly nonlinear and degenerate, we need the notion of so-called viscosity solution (see 9]). In this section we will prove the existence, uniqueness and stability for the viscosity solution to the equation (3).
The well-posedness of the viscosity solution of the mean curvature ow u t ? jrujdiv( ru jruj ) = 0; in R n R + and for the generalized mean curvature ow u t ? jruj(div( ru jruj ) + ) = 0; in R n R + ; 2 R; were studied by Evans Our model has a similar structure, but more nonlinear terms than in the models mentioned above. The proof of well posedness for our model is inspired by the idea of 2] and the de nition of the viscosity solutions for our model follows the notion established in 9]. We rst prove the existence of a solution. Our solution is obtained by applying limits to the approximate solutions of the penalized uniformly parabolic equations. We then prove the uniqueness and the stability of our solution. The proof follows the ideas in 2]. However, since our model has more nonlinear factors or terms than the models mentioned above, more careful and delicate estimates are required, especially in getting the uniform L 1 -norm estimate for the gradient of the approximate solutions and in establishing the estimate sup 0;T] ju ? vj C sup ft=0g ju ? vj, where u and v are two viscosity solutions of (3).
Our model equation (2) is in two dimensions, mathematically we can study this problem for n-dimensional cases. , and K are constants in (2), and they do not e ect the proof of well-posedness. To simplify the presentation, we shall consider = = K = 1 and work with periodic boundary conditions similar to the presentation in 2]. Then, by periodic extension we consider the following Cauchy problem First, let us recall the de nition of viscosity subsolution of (6) . A function u 2 C( 0; T] R n ) for some T > 0 is said to be a viscosity solution of (6), if for all 2 C 2 (R 2 R), the following condition holds at any point (x 0 ; t 0 ) 2 R n (0; T], at which (u ? ) attains a local maximum. A viscosity supersolution is similarly de ned by substituting \local maximum" for \local minimum", \ 0" for \ 0", and \limsup" for \liminf" in equations (7) and (8) respectively. A viscosity solution is a continuous function which is both a subsolution and a supersolution. We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.1. The Cauchy problem (6) has a unique viscosity solution u 2 C(R n 0; T]) \ L 1 (0; T; W 1;1 (R n )) for any T 2 0; 1), and inf R n I u(x; t) sup R n I, provided that I is Lipschitz continuous and continuous on R n .
Moreover, if v 2 C(R n R + ) is a viscosity solution of (6) with I replaced by a Lipschitz continuous function I 1 , then for all T 2 0; +1), there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on I, I 1 , and T, such that
Proof. In this proof of the theorem, we use the technique of viscosity solutions theory discussed in 1, 2, 8, 9, 10]. The proof is in several stages.
Step 1. We rst show that if u is a viscosity solution of (6) on R n R + , then, inf R n I u sup R n I; on R n 0; 1) (9) Let = sup R n I + t (where > 0) in (7) and assume that u ? attains a local maximum at (x 0 ; t 0 ) with t 0 > 0, then r (x 0 ; t 0 ) = 0 and from equation ( Step 2. Next we prove the gradient estimate for the approximate solution. Consider the following Cauchy problem: 
From the theory of quasilinear uniformly parabolic equations ( 19] x6, thm. 4.4), the problem (10) admits a smooth solution u " 2 C 1 (R n R + ). Since any smooth solution is a viscosity solution, by an argument similar to that in step 1, we know that, ju " j M for (x; t) 2 R n 0; 1) (11) where M > 0 is a constant depending only on I. Now we shall show a uniform estimate for jru " j L 1 (R n ) .
Di erentiating (10) with respect to x k yields, @u " x k @t = g " (rG u " )a " ij (ru " )u " xixjx k + g " (rG u " ) @a " ij @l (ru " )u " x l x k u " xixj (12) + @g " @l (rG u " )(G x l x k u " )a " ij (ru " )u " xixj + @ 2 g " @l@m (rG u " )(G xmx k u " )(rG x l u " ru " ) + @g " @l (rG u " ) (rG x l x k u " ) ru " ] + @g " @l (rG u " ) (rG x l u " ) ru " x k ] ? @b " (ru " ) @m u " xmx k (u " ? I " ) ? b " (ru " )(u " x k ? I " x k ); x 2 R n ; t > 0:
Multiplying by 2u " x k on both sides of (12) and taking summation w.r.t. k, we get @jru " j 2 @t ? g " (rG u " )a " ij (ru " ) @ 2 jru " j 2 @x i @x j (13) ? g " (rG u " ) @a " ij @l (ru " )u " xixj @jru " j 2 @x l ? @g " @l (rG u " )(rG x l u " ) (rjru " j 2 ) + @b " (ru " ) @m (u " ? I " ) @jru " j 2 @x m = 2 @g " @l (rG u " )(G x l x k u " )a " ij (ru " )u " xixj u " x k + 2 @ 2 g " @l@m (rG u " )(G xmx k u " )(rG x l u " ru " )u " x k + 2 @g " @l (rG u " ) (rG x l x k u " ) ru " ]u " x k ? 2g " (rG u " )a " ij (ru " )u " x k xi u " x k xj u " x k ? 2b " (ru " )(u " x k ? I " x k )u " x k >From the de nitions of a " ij , b " , g " , and G, we have ja " ij (ru " )u " xixj j 2 2a " ij (ru " )u " x k xi u " x k xj j @g @l (rG u " )j 2 2g " (rG u " ) and for any multi-index with j j 2, sup R n R+ jr G u " j C sup R n R+ jr g " (rG u " )j C;
where C > 0 is a constant depending only on M in (11).
Inserting these estimates into (13) and using Cauchy's inequality we have RHS of (13) C(jru " j 2 + 1) in R n R + (14) where C > 0 is a constant depending only on M in (11), hence C depends only on I.
Applying the maximum principle 3] to (14) yields for all t 2 0; T] (for any T < 1),
where C T > 0 depends only on T, and I. This implies that ju " (x; t) ? u " (y; t)j C T jx ? yj; for 8x; y 2 R n and 8t 2 0; T]:
By the same argument used in 9], we have ju " (x; s) ? u " (x; t)j C T jt ? sj 1 2 ; for 8x 2 R n and 8s; t 2 0; T]:
Then, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there exists a subsequence u " k of u " , and a function u 2 C(R n 0; T]) \ L 1 (0; T; W 1;1 (R n )) such that as " k ! 0, u " k ! u locally uniformly in R n R + : (16) Step 3. Existence of viscosity solution (16).
We assert now that u obtained in (16) is a viscosity solution of (6) in the sense of (7) and (8).
Let 2 C 2 (R n R) and assume u ? has a strict local maximum at a point (x 0 ; t 0 ) 2 R n R + . As u " k ! u uniformly near (x 0 ; t 0 ), u " k ? has a local maximum at a point (x k ; t k ) with (x k ; t k ) ! (x 0 ; t 0 ) as k ! 1 (17) and at (x k ; t k ) ru " k = r ; u " k t = t ; a " k ij (ru " k )u " k xixj a " k ij (r ) xixj (18) Therefore, (10) (21) ? @g " k @l (rG u " k ) (rG x l u " k ) r ] + b " k (r )(u " k ? I " k ) 0 at (x k ; t k ) Since r (x k ; t k ) ! 0, " k ! 0 as k ! 1, hence, b " k (r (x k ; t k )) ! 0. Moreover, becuase jh k j 1, there is a sub-sequence of h k , also denoted by h k , such that as k ! 1, h k ! h in R n R with jhj 1. Applying limits to (21), we get @ @t ? g(rG u)( ij ? h i h j ) xixj 0 at (x 0 ; t 0 ) (22) This is the same as (8) . If u ? has a local maximum, but not necessarily a strict local maximum at (x 0 ; t 0 ), we just need to repeat the argument above with (x; t) replaced by~ (x; t) = (x; t) + jx ? x 0 j 4 + (t ? t 0 ) 4 . Therefore, u is a subsolution of (6) . Similarly, we can show that u is a supersolution. Hence, u is a viscosity solution of (6).
Step 4. Uniqueness.
We will now prove the uniqueness and stability for the viscosity solution of (6).
This proof is based on Theorem 8.3 in 9]. Let u be a viscosity solution of (6) with Lipschitz continuous initial data I and v be a viscosity solution of (6) (28) >From (27) and (24) 
Noting that Q is a nonnegative symmetric matrix, from (29) This leads to a contradiction with (45). Therefore for the choice (46) of , !(x; y; t) attains its maximum at t = 0, which is our claim. Hence, u(x; t) ? v(y; t) ? (4 ) 4. Numerical implementation. The numerical implementation of the nonlinear di usion equation (2) For a detailed discussion on this scheme, we refer the reader to Osher Each of the following examples in gures 5 { 7 presents four images: (a) is the original image, (b) shows the smoothing result, and (c) and (d) are the segmentation results from our nonlinear di usion model. These images are infra-red images for automatic target tracking applications and some of them are the Texas Instruments (TI) high value target acquisition images. 6 . Conclusion. We have proposed a new PDE-based image denoising and segmentation algorithm based on nonlinear di usion augmented by reactive terms. We prove the existence, uniqueness and stability of the viscosity solution of this model. For a fast implementation, we embed this model in a scale space and achieve scale space tracking via a dynamical system of coupled di erential equations. The scale space tracking is implemented using a multi-grid scheme. We present experiments depicting the performance of our model on several image data sets. Our future e orts will be focused on a 3D implementation of our model and testing on volume images e.g., magnetic resonance (MR) and CT images. 
